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The boy stood up, went over to his easel, and sat
down on the stool. He looked at the bone drawing.
In that moment I clearly recalled how I used to ride
my bike out of town and take Polaroid shots of rocks
and bones in paddocks, returning to Mosalie where
I kept an easel in the old stables out back. If there
was one activity that always made me happy it was
painting pictures of those rocks and bones.
• Nigel Featherstone, Jiminy Is My Name

Linda Pearlman Karlsberg
Portfolio: Water Lilies

Susan Landor Keegin
Portfolio: Celebrating Every Day
Early in the semester, the art teacher taught us the process
of gesture drawing. In this line art form, the artist renders
loosely his whole composition, quickly, at once, without
deliberation. He makes it work by applying line on line,
shifting the placing slightly, never erasing. Mistakes are
important; they become part of the finished piece.
• Ruth Ann Blynt, Mark Making in Drawing and Writing
Jacqueline Doyle Allison
Portfolio: Mixed Media Paintings
Another key is sound or in this
case, the voice of the writing. Voice
is crucial. Memoir requires that
the reader feel spoken to. It must
have the ease of honesty, not the
contrivance of making things up.
• Larry Smith, Writing the Memoir
Bobby Baker
Portfolio: Sailin’ to I Don’t Know

Sister Gail told me and my
parents that I was good at
playing the flute. I had a
gift, she said once. But a gift
means little to a thirteenyear-old who becomes
self-conscious about having
an instrument case that is
so much smaller than the
massive cases and trunks
holding trombones and tubas
lugged around by the boys.
• Joe Baumann, Solo
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Stil Point

Current Exhibition

Still Point VI
May 1 to July 31, 2014

Art Gallery

stillpointartgallery.com

One way of thinking about visual art is that the
artist finds or discovers something—be it inside

Still Point Art Gallery’s current exhibition—Still
Point VI—is viewable in our online gallery and

or outside of the artist—and, through art, holds it

will remain a featured exhibition through July 30,

still. A photographer captures a moment in time

2014. In this issue we feature images from this

with a click of the shutter and that moment is

exhibition, but there are many more to see online.

locked in stillness. A painter paints a scene using

Honored artists for this exhibition are:

oils on canvas and that scene exists forever in a
motionless state. A sculptor molds and shapes

Hadass Shereshevsky, Best in Show—Portfolio.

details of a human body, and that body stands

Shereshevsky is from Israel and the set of eight

frozen...never to age...never to change.

images in the exhibition are from her series,
Children of Delight. (p. 5)

Still Point VI is the sixth annual exhibition focused
on exploring the thing that artists, through art,
hold still.

Felice Boucher, Best in Show—Single Image.
Boucher is from Maine, and her winning image is
Cross Points. (p. 6)

Judy
Reinford,
Photograph

Best

Reinford is from Allentown,
Pennsylvania, and her winning
image is Summer. (p. 7)

Ashley Shellhause, Best
Painting or Drawing.
Shellhause is from London,
Ohio, and her winning image
is Disassociated I (p. 8)

Cheryl Rau, Best Digital
or Mixed-Media Artwork.
Rau is from Maine and her
winning image is Rolling in
B obby B aker, H ead

of the

bobbybaker.com
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Meadow

the Deep. (p. 9)

Christine Cote, Editor

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Portfolio

Hadass Shereshevsky

Children

of

Delight

photographs
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VI

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Single Image

Felice Boucher

Cross Points

photograph
feliceboucher.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST Photograph

Judy Reinford

Summer

photograph
judyreinfordphotography.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VI

Award for BEST Painting or Drawing

Ashley Shellhause

Disassociated I

acrylic
ashleyshellhause.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST Digital or Mixed-Media Artwork

Cheryl Rau

Rolling

in the

Deep

digital art
cherylrauphotography.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VI

M. D ancy -B rennan, Neighbors

J ames Crable , Yellow I magery
jamescrable.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Valeriya K homar, Silent Whispering
artistvaleriyakhomar.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VI

Laura Smith , T ilting Worlds
insearchofpuella.com

G ene Sheltenham , Engine Number 1
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May 1 to July 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Leyla M unteanu , T he Artists
finearts-leylamunteanu.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VI

M ichael C. Welch , Waiting Room
michaelcwelchfineart.com

T ony Podue, Point Pinos Lighthouse
poduestudio.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

M arko Susla, J ane’ s Carousel Restored; B rooklyn F ollow
susla.photoshelter.com

B ob Craig , A B ullrider
bobcraigcollage.ca
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VI

Ana-Lia Washington , M ovement

of

Leaves No. 10

macrographia.wordpress.com

Candace Law, Surfactant
candacelaw.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

T etiana Zakharova , G reen Splendor
zakharovaart.com

Carole Steinberg B erk , Let

the

Sun Shine In

carolesteinbergberk.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VI

Clifford H awkes, I ce F orms 1

Robin Antar, B oxing G loves
rantar.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

J im Nickelson , Pyrotechnic No. 47
jimnickelson.com

M aureen Zwier, I celand M andala
mandalasbymaureen.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VI

Allison Doherty, Laguna 4 (Cyclamen
allisondoherty.com
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and

Lace)

May 1 to July 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Carla Woody, B lessing

of the

Four Directions

carla-woody.artistwebsites.com

Constance Culpepper, I nappropriate B ehavior
constanceculpepper.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VI

Shoshanna Ahart , Delphinium
ah-art.com
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with

Four Bees

May 1 to July 31, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Walt Curlee, B lackberry Patch Rural F arm Landscape
waltcurleeart.com

Patrice Drago, After

the

patricedrago.com

Storm
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Stil Point

Upcoming Exhibition
stillpointartgallery.com

Art Gallery

C. B. Cote, Water, 2011.

Gallery Artists
stillpointartgallery.com
Every Gallery exhibition presents the opportunity to honor a small number of artists due to the distinctiveness
of their work. Honored artists are named as Gallery Artists for one year. Our current Gallery Artists are listed
below. Please take a few moments to visit our website and view the work of these amazing artists.

Claire Anderson, photographer, Florida  Leslie Anderson, painter,
Maine  Bob Avakian, photographer, Massachusetts  Bobby
Baker, photographer, New Hampshire  Ekaterina Bykhovskaya,
photographer, Strasbourg, France  Maya Chachava, painter and
photographer, Washington  Dave Clough, photographer, Maine 
Constance Culpepper, painter, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania  Matthew
Derezinski, mixed media artist, Missouri  Irene Hill, photographer,
Atlantis, Florida  Susan Landor Keegin, painter, Sausalito,
California  Arthur Kvarnstrom, Painter, New York City  Laurie
Julie A. Struck, Obsession #1.
McCormick, photographer, Los Angeles, California  Leyla Aysel
Munteanu, mixed media artist, Windsor, Ontario, Canada  Selena Nawrocki, mixed media
artist, Douglas, Georgia  Jane Paradise, photographer, Massachusetts  Leslie Parke,
painter, Cambridge, New York  Judith Rosenthal, ceramist, New Jersey  Julie A. Struck,
mixed media artist, Rockport, Indiana  Bethany Rachelle Swanson, painter, Big Canoe,
Georgia  Nancy Teague, painter, Lincoln, Nebraska  Anthony R. Whelihan, mixed media
artist, Minnesota
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IMAGE CREDITS

Gustave Courbet, Artist at His Easel, c. 1848.
13.2 x 21.8 inches (33.5 x 55.4 cm). Black chalk
with traces of charcoal on paper. Fogg Museum,
Cambridge, Massachusetts. (public domain;
image provided by Wikimedia Commons)
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Portrait of Erich
Heckel at the Easel, 1907. 19.8 x 27.5 inches
(50.5 x 70.0 cm).Oil on cardboard. Private
collection. (public domain; image provided by
Wikimedia Commons)
Hugh Ramsay, Artist in Studio, 1901-02. 13 x
18.4 inches (33.2 x 46.8 cm). Oil on canvas on
paperboard. Art Gallery of New South Wales,
Sydney, Australia. (public domain; image
provided by Wikimedia Commons)
Vincent Van Gogh, Self-Portrait with Dark
Felt Hat at the Easel, 1886. 15.2 x 18.3
inches (38.5 x 46.5 cm). Oil on canvas. Van
Gogh Museum, Amsterdam, Kingdom of the
Netherlands. (public domain; image provided
by Wikimedia Commons)

22.8 x 15.9 inches (58.0 x 40.5 cm). Pencil
on paper. Private collection. (public domain;
image provided by Wikimedia Commons)
page 76

Vincent Van Gogh, Irises, 1889. 36.6 x 28
inches (93.0 x 71.1 cm). Oil on canvas. The
Getty Center. (public domain; image provided
by Wikimedia Commons)

page 78

Frederick Carl Frieseke, Woman with a
Mirror, 1911. 31.9 x 31.7 inches (81.0 x 80.6
cm). Oil on canvas. Metropolitan Museum
of Art. (public domain; image provided by
Wikimedia Commons)

page 92

Wolfgang Thieme, Member of the Youth
Orchestra, 1979. Photograph. German Federal
Archives. (image provided by Wikimedia
Commons)

page 94

[top left] Dirck van Baburen, The Flute
Player, 1620. Oil. Gemäldegalerie, Berlin.
(public domain; image provided by Wikimedia
Commons)
[top right] Ján Kupecký, Portrait of a
Flautist, c. 1710. Oil. (public domain; image
provided by Wikimedia Commons)

Vincent Van Gogh, Self-Portrait with
Bandaged Ear and Pipe, 1889. 17.7 x 20.1
inches (45 x 51 cm). Oil on canvas. Private
collection. (public domain; image provided by
Wikimedia Commons)

[middle left] Abraham Bloemaert, The
Flute Player, 1621. Oil. Centraal Museum,
Netherlands. (public domain; image provided
by Wikimedia Commons)

[top left] Unattributed, The Lines Family
Sketchbook: Near Coalbrookdale, undated.
10.5 x 8.0 inches (26.6 x 20.5 cm). Pencil on
paper. Royal Birmingham Society of Artists,
United Kingdom. (public domain; image
provided by Wikimedia Commons)

[middle right] Henri Millot, Michel Blavet,
1720. Oil. Private collection. (public domain;
image provided by Wikimedia Commons)
[bottom left] George Romney, Young Man
with a Flute, c. 1765. Oil. Dallas Museum
of Art. (public domain; image provided by
Wikimedia Commons)

[top right] Unattributed, The Lines Family
Sketchbook: Near Edgbaston, 1830. 10.6 x
7.7 inches (27.0 x 19.5 cm). Pencil on paper.
Royal Birmingham Society of Artists, United
Kingdom. (public domain; image provided by
Wikimedia Commons)
[bottom left] Attributed to Henry Harris
Lines, The Lines Family Sketchbook: Mill with
Waterwheel,1873-74. 10.3 x 7.4 inches (26.3 x
18.9 cm). Pencil on paper. Royal Birmingham
Society of Artists, United Kingdom. (public
domain; image provided by Wikimedia
Commons)



[bottom right] Judith Leyster, Boy Playing
the Flute, c. 1630. 24.4 x 28.7 inches (62 x
73 cm). Oil on canvas. National Museum,
Sweden. (public domain; image provided by
Wikimedia Commons)
page 98

Edgar Degas, Madame René de Gas, 1873. 36.2
x 28.6 inches (92 x 72.9 cm). Oil on canvas.
National Gallery of Art. (public domain;
image provided by Wikimedia Commons)

[bottom right] Samuel Rostill Lines, The
Lines Family Sketchbook: River Cole, undated.
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CONTRIBUTORS

FEATURED ARTISTS

Jacqueline Doyle Allison
Peachtree Corners, Georgia
jacquelineallison.com
jacquelineallison@att.net

Bobby Baker
Brentwood, New Hampshire
bobbybaker.com
contact@bobbybaker.com

represented by Cape Code Art Association,
Barnstable, Massachusetts; Copley Society of
Art, Boston, Massachusetts; Dubaigne Fine Art,
New York City, New York; Gallery 9, Norwood,
Massachusetts; Marblehead Art Association,
Marblehead, Massachusetts

Linda Pearlman Karlsberg
Newton, Massachusetts
lindapearlmankarlsberg.com



WRITERS

Nigel Featherstone is an Australian writer
of contemporary adult fiction and creative
journalism. He is the author of the novellas I’m
Ready Now (Blemish Books, 2012) and Fall on
Me (Blemish Books, 2011), which won the 2012
ACT Writing and Publishing Award for Fiction.
His novel Remnants (Pandanus Books, 2005) was
published to considerable acclaim, as was his
short-story collection, Joy (2000). Featherstone
is also the author of over forty short stories
published in literary journals in both Australia
and the United States. He has held residencies
at: Varuna, the National Writers House (Blue
Mountains); Bundanon (Shoalhaven River);
and the Kingsbridge Gatekeeper’s Cottage,
Cataract Gorge, courtesy of the Launceston City
Council, Tasmania; he was also been awarded a
fellowship residency at the Australian Defence
Force Academy, Canberra in 2013. Featherstone
is the founding editor of literary journal Verity
La, for which he received a 2012 Canberra
Critics Circle Award. Born and raised in Sydney,
he lives in Goulburn on the Southern Tablelands
of New South Wales.
www.opentopublic.com.au

Susan Landor Keegin

Joe Baumann is a Ph.D. candidate in English

Sausalito, California
susanlandor.com
susanlandorkeegin.blogspot.com

at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette, where
he currently serves as the editor-in-chief of
Rougarou: an Online Literary Journal. His work
has appeared in Hawai’i Review, Sheepshead
Review, and others, and is forthcoming in
Willow Review and Ampersand Review.

represented by Gleason Fine Art, Boothbay
Harbor, Maine; Islesford Dock Gallery,
Islesford, Maine; Patricia Ladd Carega
Gallery, Center Sandwich, New Hampshire

Larry Smith is the author of eight books of
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poetry, a book of memoirs (Milldust and Roses),
five books of fiction, two literary biographies

WRITERS

POETS

of authors Lawrence Ferlinghetti
and Kenneth Patchen, and two
books of translations from the
Chinese. Two of his film scripts
on authors James Wright and
Kenneth Patchen have been
made into films with Tom Koba. He is professor
emeritus of humanities at Bowling Green
State University, Firelands College. He serves
as director of the Firelands Writing Center, a
cooperative of writers, and is director of the
literary publisher, Bottom Dog Press, Inc.

in December 2013, and a second poetry
collection, Sun Dogs (Vagabondage Press), is
scheduled to appear in May 2014. Labriola was
born in Italy, but grew up in Canada. His love
of poetry began at a young age when he first
read Dylan Thomas’s The Force That Through
the Green Fuse Drives the Flower. He taught
English, drama and performing arts for thirty-two
years. He was also curriculum chair in the arts
and was inspired by the talents of his students.
Labriola lives in Toronto, Ontario, Canada and
teaches at Seneca College.

smithdocs.net/LarrySmithHomepage.html

POETS

Paul Freidinger

is a poet
who resides in south suburban
Chicago. He is active in the
Chicago poetry scene and has
been published widely in national
journals. Recent work has
appeared in After Hours, Atlanta Review, Basalt,
Bayou Magazine, Big Muddy, Cold Mountain
Review, Confrontation, Eclipse, Existere, 580
Split, Florida Review, Grist, New York Quarterly,
Potomac Review, Santa Fe Literary Review, South
Carolina Review, and South Dakota Review.

Anthony Labriola’s work
has
appeared
in
such
publications as The Canadian
Forum, PRISM international,
Lo Straniero, Vallum: New
International Poetics, Stone
Voices, Still Point Arts Quarterly and Passion:
Poetry. His poetry collection The Rigged
Universe (Shanti Arts Publishing) was released

William Miller lives and writes in the French
Quarter of New Orleans. He has published five
collections of poetry, twelve books for children,
and a mystery novel.

Sarah Brown Weitzman,
a Pushcart Prize nominee, has
had close to three hundred
poems published over the years
in numerous journals such as
America, The North American Review, Rattle,
The Mid-American Review, Poet & Critic, The
Windless Orchard, Abraxas, Slant, Poet Lore,
and The Potomac Review. She received a
fellowship from the National Endowment for
the Arts. Her latest book, a children‘s novel
titled Herman and the Ice Witch, was published
by Main Street Rag in 2011.
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LINDA PEARLMAN KARLSBERG



Painter
in a study of visual art and rigorous studio
practices. Karlsberg earned both her B.F.A. and
M.F.A. magna cum laude at Boston University.
After earning her M.F.A. she continued to
teach drawing, design, and painting at Boston
University, The Art Institute, and other
colleges in the Boston area. With her husband,
photographer Mark Karlsberg, she founded
Studio Eleven, a professional photographic
studio, in 1975. Their photographic images have
earned and continue to garner a wide range of
awards and accolades.
Karlsberg has shown her work in many group
and solo exhibitions in museums, galleries, and

Linda Pearlman K arlsberg is a still

universities throughout the United States and

life and landscape painter and draughtsman

has earned numerous awards. Landscapes

based in Newton, Massachusetts working in

and paintings from the Water Lily series were

oils, graphite, and lithographic crayon. She

presented in two solo exhibitions: Transient

has been drawing and painting for as long as

Visions at The Interchurch Center Treasure

she can remember, and certainly by age eight,

Room Gallery in New York City in the fall of 2011;

the drive to realize the world around her with

and Light, Landscapes and Lilies at the

pencil and paint was evident. Karlsberg pursued

Newton Public Library Gallery in June of 2013.

her passion at Tufts University and Boston
University College for the Arts, immersed
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Her work is in private collections throughout
the United States.



PORTFOLIO



Water Lilies
suddenly present. In depicting these fleeting
visual encounters I paint the arresting
color relationships that flare and bring a
momentary expressiveness to the enfolding,
lush tranquility of these still corners.
The Water Lily paintings are landscapes in a
foreshortened space. Here too are transient
visions that arrive through the power, color,
and atmosphere of a particular time and
light. I work to evoke the glow that emanates
from blooms reaching for the sun; the magic
and mystery in the water’s surface; the
Water Lilies III, 2009. 12 x 12 inches
(30.4 x 30.4 cm). Oil on panel.

multifarious lily pad forms that dance, twist,
or plod across the surface.
While celebrating this natural splendor

My work is about light: about the conflicts of

these scenes also evoke life’s fragility

light and shadow, desolation and beauty, and

inherent in this perpetual reshaping and

the emotional responses light provokes.

reordering, this cycle of abundance and loss.

I paint the resulting interplay of color

In each painting the challenge is to render the

and atmosphere, of one texture and shape

beauty and ambivalence of these moments;

against another, the dynamic exchange

to hold the melancholy engendered by this

between forms and line in space. But most

perpetual, metaphorical play of birth, growth,

essentially I depict places that suspend me

and death; to impart the compositional magic

in their stillness and trigger in me a visceral

of this random intersection of light, color,

emotional response. I search for those times

texture, shape, and form; and to convey the

and places where beauty is startling and

awe of witnessing life’s infinite creativity.
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Linda Pearlman Karlsberg

Water Lilies XIII, 2010. 12 x 9 inches (30.4 x 22.8 cm). Oil on panel.

Water Lilies XVIII, 2012. 24 x 18 inches (60.9 x 45.7 cm). Oil on panel.
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Water Lilies

Water Lilies XXII, 2012. 24 x 18 inches (60.9 x 45.7 cm). Oil on panel.
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Linda Pearlman Karlsberg

Water Lilies V, 2009. 16 x 12 inches (40.6 x 30.4 cm). Oil on panel.
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Water Lilies

Water Lilies IV, 2009. 18 x 24 inches
(45.7 x 60.9 cm). Oil on panel.

Water Lilies VIII, 2009. 5 x 7 inches
(12.7 x 17.7 cm). Oil on panel.
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Linda Pearlman Karlsberg

Water Lilies XX, 2012. 16 x 24 inches
(40.6 x 60.9 cm). Oil on panel.
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Water Lilies IV, 2010. 9 x 12 inches
(22.8 x 30.4 cm). Oil on panel.

Water Lilies

Fireworks, 2012.

Water Lilies XIX, 2012. 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm). Oil on panel.
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J iminy Is M y N ame
Nigel Featherstone
The boy stood up, went over to his easel, and sat down on the stool. He looked at the bone drawing. In that
moment I clearly recalled how I used to ride my bike out of town and take Polaroid shots of rocks and bones
in paddocks, returning to Mosalie where I kept an easel in the old stables out back. If there was one activity
that always made me happy it was painting pictures of those rocks and bones.

I

One
lifted my head, looked past Elise to the clock

“Don’t be silly,” I said.

on her mantelpiece, saw that it was now

“Come over one Sunday afternoon,” she said,

11:30 p.m. “I really better get home,” I told her,

her tone surprisingly serious, sombre even, as

“and you should be getting some sleep.” She gripped

if we were recovering from a fight. “We’ll make

my hand, she cupped it, she gathered it in, and

chocolate biscuits. And eat the lot. Just like kids.”

pressed it to her breast bone. “Stay with me,” she
whispered, even though there were only the two of
us in her house. I sat up, which meant she had to do

“I’d like that.”
She put her hand to my chest. It felt as if she was
checking for my pulse.

the same. I leaned in and kissed her on the cheek.

“Are you okay?” she asked.

Without looking at me she smiled and turned off

“Of course.”

the movie we were watching, a modernisation

“You don”t look okay.”

of the Marie Antoinette story, although neither

“How do I look?”

of us had taken much notice of the plot.
“Okay, Eric,” she said. “You should go.”
I got off the couch, stood up.
“Thanks,” I told her.
Elise stood up too. After looking at the fire in the
hearth, which had burnt down to a hot, glowing

Elise straightened my tie. “Jiminy, you look sad.”
She’d used it, my nickname, the one I’d told her
about the week before. We’d asked each other to
share a secret, and that was my secret for her, the
childhood nickname I’d once given myself, the
only nickname I’d ever used.

bed of coals, she said, “That makes it sound like

I smiled, kissed her again on the other cheek, took

you should now hand over two hundred dollars—

myself to the front door, and left, as though I was an

for services rendered.”

electrician and had simply done what had been asked
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of me—fix a blown fuse or a heater that was struggling
to cope with this, the first cruel blast of winter.

As

Two
I walked away from Elise’s house into the

damp, biting dark I rewound the events of the
afternoon. Mayor Carver had asked for changes
to the budget papers, which meant I would be
working late. I rang Lisa and told her that I’d be
at the office until midnight; actually, I could still
be at the office in the morning. I’m good at my
job, good with math and financial statements and
long-range forecasts. Some people are handy at
farming or football or—yes—fixing a blown fuse
or a bum heater, but I’m handy at adding and
subtracting and multiplying and dividing and, at
the end of it all, balancing.
Elise worked in my department, though
“department” is an exaggeration. It’s true that I”m
the Chief Financial Officer and on paper I have
“a department,” but it was a department of one—
until, that is, I proved that with some juggling I
could afford an assistant. Elise got the job. She

Gustave Courbet, Artist at His Easel, c. 1848.

was efficient, shy. If she went out for lunch it

and Bridie—they’d be well and truly in bed by

was with one of the girls in the planning division,

now, homework done, a bit of TV or a play on the

which was no surprise; despite her reticence, or

computer, chatting to friends on Facebook, Cassa

perhaps because of it, she was a likeable woman.

more so than Bridie, because Cassa’s eighteen now.

And she wasn’t from Goulburn; she was a breath

She’s in her last year of school, and this will be her

of fresh air.

last year at home. She’s too independent to hang

I thought about Elise as I reached Auburn Street

around her family. She wants to leave town and be

and began heading home—home, where Lisa

a Sydney person, live a university student’s life, and

would be, keeping the house in order. And Cassa

good for her—this is exactly what she should do.
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Bridie, who’s fifteen, is different. Despite being
a tomboy she is less sure of herself, less sure of

and pasted it up. He worked swiftly, expertly, but
he didn’t look hurried or in a rush.

her place in the world. She enjoys playing in the

Why was I so interested in the boy? Perhaps I was

mixed football team but also knits her own sweaters.

struck by someone braving a midwinter night to do

Perhaps that means she’s sure of herself after all? I

something that he believed in—raise awareness of

don’t really know. My life is my job, the one and

a cause or help a friend’s band? Or maybe I was

only job I’ve ever had because I use my natural

attracted to the audacious illegality of the action,

abilities and also because of my surname—Lanyard.

because of where I’d been for an hour, because of

My father was mayor, so was my grandfather. We

what was happening between Elise and me?

are the Lanyards of Mosalie, that grand old house

It became important to me to talk to the poster boy.

up on the hill on the road out of town. But I’m just

I wouldn’t turn him in; I just wanted to understand

CFO, which may as well be no one.

why he was doing this, his motivation. But as I began

And then I saw him.

walking in his direction he picked up his bundle
of posters and small, white plastic bucket of glue

I

Three

and began walking away as though this was just any

saw him outside the Lieder Theater. He was

old Saturday night in a town that had nothing for

a late teenager, I supposed, from his height and

young people to do. I followed him. I wonder if I

his confidence. He caught my attention because

was simply avoiding going home to be with Lisa.

he was the only other person around. Everyone

The truth is I was so awake, so wired, I felt youthful.

else was home, keeping out of the sub-zero

For the first time in over half my life, I felt alive.

temperatures. In the streets, in the dark was the

As I walked past the Lieder’s stocky bluestone

sweet smell of fireplaces burning. I wondered if

façade I made sure to take notice of what was on the

perhaps the boy was putting up posters for the

half dozen or so posters that had already been stuck

next Lieder show, but that wasn’t the case. He was

up on the wall. They were mostly white but each

wearing a black hooded top, a black beanie pulled

had a different image of a bone, animal bones it

tight over his forehead, black tracksuit pants, all

seemed—leg bones, jaw bones, skulls. How simple

this being a larrikin’s outfit more than a person

they were, how good they looked, almost iconic.

involved in community theater.

They looked as though they’d been made with a

At a discrete distance I stopped and watched. The

thick black marker pen and then photocopied.

boy held a poster to the stone wall, painted it with

The boy disappeared down Tuttalis Lane but still

what I assumed was some kind of glue (wallpaper

I followed. He lead and I followed, maintaining a

glue perhaps?) before he turned the poster over

good distance—not too far away to lose him and
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not too close to frighten him. He didn’t turn right

convinced that I or the boy had broken the law, or

onto Clifford Street, which would have taken him

were about to do that?

into the residential streets where he’d easily find

As I walked past the Paragon Café the car revved

a backyard into which he could escape. Instead

its engine hard, sprinted ahead, veered across the

he turned left, heading for Auburn Street, the main

main street and pulled into the gutter in front of me.

drag. Had I unnerved him? Had I frightened him?

Two male youths—in their late twenties, unshaven,

Did he want to be in a public place because he

beanies on their heads, football jerseys—launched

feared what I might do to him.

themselves from the car and met me on the pavement.
One of them, the taller, stockier of the two, said,

Four

The boy kept walking and I kept following. I simply

“After a bit of man-on-boy action, are you?” I laughed.
I felt like explaining, saying that the kid ahead, who’d

wanted to tell him that I found his bone posters

now stopped and was watching from a safe distance,

beautiful, that I admired him for offering them up

was putting up illegal posters, so he wasn’t a male

to the public. I was feeling generous because Elise

prostitute, which really didn’t make any sense but it

had made me feel loved. On Auburn Street I picked

is what my brain came up with in the moment.

up the pace because the sooner I told the poster

And then it happened. The smaller, rattier youth

boy that he had nothing to fear from me the better.

pushed me in the chest. I stumbled into the entry

Except the boy picked up the pace also. When

of the Paragon but stayed on my feet. There was just

we reached the center of town, the deep dark of

enough time to look to my right to see the poster

Belmore Park on our left, I saw a stationary, old-

boy turn away and continue heading down Auburn

style, white sedan just outside the park gates. At first

Street before I received the first blow to my head.

I wondered if it was the boy’s car, but the headlights

Again I didn’t fall. But I fell after the second blow. It

came on and the engine grumbled into life.

wasn’t so much painful but disorienting. Why was I

As the boy kept walking south I became aware

in town at this hour? Had Lisa sent me on an errand?

that the white car was following. Was it following

Perhaps I’d gone to bed but couldn’t sleep, which

the boy? Had the occupants seen what the boy had

had become routine for me, so I’d gone for a walk

been doing to the Lieder Theater building? Or were

to wear myself out? I couldn’t remember.

they following me because they’d decided that I

How I did it, I don’t know, but as I saw the third

was up to no good? Or were they following both

punch coming down on me I rolled to my right and

of us because it was in the middle of the night in

got back to my feet. I wasn’t going to be bashed for

Goulburn, and they were bored out of their minds?

something I didn’t do and hadn’t ever considered.

Or maybe it was the police in an unmarked car,

Since this night I’ve wondered if the thugs knew
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Elise. They were about the same age as her. Had

The thugs mumbled to each other. Car doors

they watched me enter her house and leave an

opened and closed. The car didn’t speed away; it

hour later? Had they taken it upon themselves to

just left slowly, according to the so-very-pleased-

administer some rough justice? I’ll never know

with-itself sound of the engine.

because Elise is gone. After she heard about what

When the main street fell silent, I opened my

happened, she left town, just like that. She left this

eyes and removed my hands from my side. My

place and me and all that might have been.

fingers were slippery with blood. From the area of

Or

two

my belly button to around

thugs knew that I was the

the small of my back

Goulburn-Mulwaree Shire

and up to my ribs, my

Council’s Chief Financial

white business shirt was

Officer and so carried a lot

covered in the deepest of

of money with me, or, at

reds. My face was cold

least, I would know how to

but

get a lot of money?

warm. I couldn’t feel my

They

perhaps

didn’t

the

my

stomach

was

mention

legs. I looked across the

Elise’s name, and they

street. The Thai restaurant

didn’t ask for money.

on the other side of the

Without

fanfare

the

state government office

shorter thug plunged a

building had a new sign

small knife, or the tip of a

in the window: UNDER

larger knife, into the side

NEW

of my stomach. Again,

OPENING AGAIN SOON.

MANAGEMENT—

there was no immediate
pain, just the shock of the
incision. As I fell backwards

Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Portrait of
Erich Heckel at the Easel, 1907.

I looked up and saw the

The

Five
sweetest air, sickly

sweet, as if someone had

post office clock-tower. It was exactly midnight.

recently baked chocolate biscuits. I was lying on

My head smacked into the café’s glass door, which

my back on a couch. My hands were no longer

rattled. I fell to the ground, rolled onto my side, held

clasped to my side but in the middle of my belly,

both hands to the wound, pulled my knees into my

fingers interlinked, the way someone is laid to

chest, and closed my eyes.

rest in a coffin. At first the sweetness in the room
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made me think of Lisa and the girls cooking in the

I didn’t see this: in the middle of the room, barely an

Mosalie kitchen, a mess covering the green Laminex

arm’s length away, was an easel, the sill at the bottom

benchtops, the benchtops my mother put in and

carrying tubes of paint, brushes, and a small bone.

Lisa has always wanted to get rid of because she

I sat up some more.

wants a “modern kitchen for a modern family,” but

“Be careful with yourself,” said a voice.

I’d always managed to resist this because I wanted

A male’s voice, young, only recently broken.

something true in my life to remain. But mostly, I

Standing there at the foot of the couch was the

thought of Elise, how she’d invited me around to

poster boy, the one I’d first seen outside the Lieder

bake chocolate biscuits one Sunday, that we’d eat

Theater. He’d removed the beanie. The hood of

the lot, like two kids.

his top was hanging down off his shoulders. He

I heard footsteps. I tried sitting up.

had fine, dark brown hair, the same sort of hair

The room was small. A kitchenette in one

I used to have before I went bald in my twenties.

corner. Wood-panelled cupboards, green Laminex

His face was pale, and if he was shaving, he wasn’t

benchtops, just like at Mosalie. On the benchtop was

doing his whole face and certainly wasn’t doing it

a series of skulls and bones, all stark white, neatly

every day. He was obviously younger than I first

displayed, like a museum exhibit. To the immediate

supposed. It felt as though I knew him, his true

left was a white door. To the left of the white door

identity, but I didn’t know how or why.

were thick, red velvet curtains, none of them drawn

“It’s you,” I said.

so the night sky could be seen beyond. Beneath

“Yes, it’s me.”

the windows was a white-painted timber bench

“How did I get here?”

covered in red velvet cushions to match the curtains.

“I carried you.”

To my hard left was a small open fire filled with hot

“You carried me?”

coals; I could feel its heat on my forehead and the

“I’m stronger than you think.”

left-hand side of my face. Also, timber floorboards,

In the boy’s hand was a small, white plastic

though the boards were paint-splattered in multiple

bucket, the same as what he’d used out in the street.

colors with thick dribbles and splotches of black.

He came around to the side of the couch and got

I checked the room over again. It was no bigger
than a single-car garage.

down to his knees. He reached out both hands in
the direction of my belly and said, “May I?” Before

At the end of the Laminex benchtop was a red,

I had time to answer he peeled back the flaps of

tin biscuit barrel, exactly the sort my family used

my suit coat, he unbuttoned my shirt to where my

to keep at Mosalie. I don’t know why I didn’t see it

tie remained knotted around my neck. Carefully he

during my first scan of the room. Nor do I know why

removed the bloodied shirt material from my skin.
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From the bucket he retrieved a soaked, brown

“I’m Eric,” I said. “Eric Lanyard.” As if this name

wash cloth and began dabbing the knife wound.

should mean something to a boy who was too

“It’s hot salty water,” he said, “so it might sting.” But

young to remember when my father ran the

he applied it gently. “When I was much younger,”

shire, and he wouldn’t have been born when my

he said, “we always had cats and they’d get into

grandfather had the top job.

fights and they’d get abscesses and we’d heal them

The boy didn’t offer me his name, and I didn’t ask.

by washing them with hot salty water.”

All he said was this: “I’m no way an accountant.”

“We had cats, too,” I said. We always had cats
at Mosalie, though Cassa is allergic to cats so we
hadn’t kept them for years.
I looked back to the easel and realized that an
unfinished drawing was there, a drawing of a bone.

“You must be at school?”
“No, I quit at the end of Year Ten last year. I live
here and do pictures of bones and make stencils of
them and put them up around town.”
The more the boy spoke, the more he cleaned

“I’m a painter,” said the boy.

me, the more his voice sounded genderless—he

“You like bones,” I said.

sounded almost exactly like Bridie, who can

“Yes, I like bones.”

sometimes sound less like a girl, especially after

“I saw you putting up your bone posters on the

she comes home from a football match and she’d

Lieder Theater’s front wall.”
He didn’t reply, so I turned away from him and

scored or the team had won.
“I used to paint,” I said.

stared at the ceiling. The only light was the orange

“What did you paint?”

heat coming from the open fire.

“Rock outcrops in paddocks.” I was telling the

“So, what were you doing out so late on a Monday
night?”
It was the boy’s question for me.
“Working late,” I replied. “I work at the Council.”
“What’s that like?”
“Mind-numbingly boring,” I said. “But I”m good
at it. Plus, for Goulburn, the money is generous. I
have two daughters to look after.”

truth, though I’d forgotten about this one-time
fancy of mine. Or I’d submerged it. Or it had been
submerged by someone else—my wife. “And
bones.”
“Making paintings of bones,” said the boy, “is all
I want to do.”
The boy stopped washing the wound, which
was no longer bleeding. He put the wash cloth

“You’re an accountant?”

back in the bucket. He picked up a perfectly

“How’d you know?”

folded dark green towel; he must have already put

“You look like an accountant.” The boy didn’t

it there on the floor in front of the couch. He told

smile or laugh at this.
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“When I first saw you outside the theater you
hadn’t come from the Council building. You’d
come from the other side of town.”
“I’d visited a friend after finishing late.”
“What sort of friend?”
He still wasn’t looking at me.
“Just a friend,” I said.
“A girlfriend.”
“Well, she is a girl.”
“A lover.” The boy’s voice was matter of fact.
“I like her and she likes me.”
“Do you . . . sleep together?”
“No, never.”
At last he turned to me. “Are you telling the truth?”
“Yes.” I paused. “We cuddle and hold hands and
sometimes we give each other kisses.”
“On the lips?”
“No, not on the lips.”
“Why not?”
Hugh Ramsay, Artist in Studio, 1901-02.

“Because we just like the affection we can give
each other. That’s all.”

towel was quite hot as if he’d hung it in front of

“Your wife not affectionate?”

the fire for some time. He wrapped thick masking

“We married at twenty-one. We’ve been out of

tape around my torso like a bandage, keeping the

love for longer then we were ever in love. Ever

towel there.

since we had our first child the work of raising

After he told me to lie back down, he sat on the

children has dominated our relationship. Lisa has

couch beside my legs and rested his left hand on

raised the girls, and I’ve earned money doing a job

the masking tape on the towel; it was as though

I’m very good at but bores me to death.”

he was trying to hold it in place. “You know how

“Do you love your daughters?”

you said that you were working late,” he said, not

“Very much.”

looking at me but back at his easel.

“But?”

“Yes?”

“They love their mother—it’s just the way it is. Even
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my youngest, Bridie—I thought that perhaps she and

that always made me happy it was painting pictures

I might forge a closer relationship, which we did

of those rocks and bones. Naively, ridiculously, I

when she was little, but as soon as she reached her

wanted to go to Sydney to study art, but my father

teenaged years she immediately grew close to her

said that I should get a job, a proper job that

mother. I don’t blame her, I’m not bitter about this.

would one day support a family. So, the week after

I just work; it’s my job, in more ways than one. Lisa

finishing school, I joined the Council, started out

is an excellent mother,

in the mail room; I was

she’s loving and fair

in the finance section a

and

understanding

year later, made CFO at

and consistent and she

twenty-four, a position

lets the girls be their

I’ve held for exactly

own person, especially

twenty-four years.

now they’ve reached a

The boy stood up. He

certain age.”

said, “What reminds

“You can’t compete

you of your childhood?”

with that,” said the boy.

What a question.

“No, I can’t.”

Clearly I took too long

“So you find intimacy

to answer because he

elsewhere.”

reached into the pocket

“Yes, now that I think

of his tracksuit pants

about it, that’s exactly

and retrieved a small,

what I’m doing.”

nondescript

silver

teaspoon. He stepped

Six

The boy stood up, went
over to his easel, and

back to the couch and
Vincent Van Gogh, Self-Portrait with
Dark Felt Hat at the Easel, 1886.

sat down on the stool.

handed it to me. “It’s
my grandmother’s,” he
said. “I loved it as a

He looked at the bone drawing. In that moment I

little boy and I still love it now. When I’m lonely or

clearly recalled how I used to ride my bike out of

sad or anxious, I rub the spoon a bit between my

town and take Polaroid shots of rocks and bones in

thumb and forefinger. It takes me places.”

paddocks, returning to Mosalie where I kept an easel

He looked at me and nodded, which I understood

in the old stables out back. If there was one activity

was an invitation. With my right hand I accepted
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the spoon and put the “spoon bit” between my

an angel, because now that I’m middle-aged I

thumb and forefinger, rubbing it. My grandmother

might be in the market for angels.”

used to have one like this as well.
Again he asked his question: what reminded me
of my childhood?
I was about to say the easel, but the fact is it
reminded me of my teenage years, not my earliest
years.
“That,” I said, nodding in the direction of the biscuit

“Like your girlfriend,” he said.
“Yes,” I said, “like Elise, perhaps.”
“I better hide the bikkie tin when you’re asleep
so you don’t steal it when you go.” At last the boy
smiled; the smile was like a mirror.
“Good night,” he said.
“Good night,” I replied.

barrel on the bench. “We had exactly that sort when

“In the morning you’ll be honest about your life.”

I was a kid. It was the cornerstone of the house,

After a long pause, I said, “Okay.”

something we had to ask permission to access or

“And you’ll go public with your honesty.”

risk all to steal from. I remember scratching my

“Are you the wisest boy in all of Goulburn?”

name into the inside lip to claim it for myself, as if

I meant this as a joke, but from the way he

by doing this it would keep my older brother at bay.”

furrowed his brow and squinted his eyes I could

I didn’t say this to the boy, but the biscuit barrel

tell the boy took offence, though he didn’t remove

was thrown out when Lisa entered Mosalie as my

his hand from my chest. “I paint pictures of bones,”

wife. She said we needed to make the place our

he said. “There’s nothing wise about me.”

own, so everything should go, even the deep red
velvet curtains that had been in the house for as

I stared at him. “You won’t tell me your name?”
“Okay, I better tell you my name.”

long as I could remember. And everything did go.

For a moment neither of us spoke; the only sound

The grand old house started again. Everything was

was an airy hissing coming from the fire in the hearth.

new, nothing was old, except the kitchen benchtops,
which at last she’s been able to get to, so I’ve heard.
It’s the first thing she’s done now that she has the

“Jiminy is my name,” said the boy.
With that he disappeared through the blue door
at the end of the couch.

house to herself and her girls. She repainted the
front door a dark forest green, even though it had
been dark blue for as long as I can remember.

Seven

I woke at first light. I sat up. What I saw ripped the

“Looking at that barrel,” I told the poster boy, “it’s

breath right out of my chest. The easel was gone, as

like I’m seeing a member of my family, not my

well as the stool and the curtains and the cushions.

parents, who are both dead, or my brother, who

The fire in the hearth was out; it hadn’t been used

lives in America, but someone else, someone like

for days, weeks, months, years. No bones on the
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counter, no biscuit barrel. There was nothing to

eyes and slowed my breathing. I breathed in, I

smell, no freshly baked chocolate-biscuit sweetness.

breathed out, until I felt steady again.

The floorboards: they were old and worn but no

I returned to the front door and stepped outside.

longer paint-splattered, although there was a spent
masking tape roll lying there. I touched the side

Eight

of my stomach: a dusty old rag, held in place by

I was about to go down the stairs when I saw it: the

masking tape. No salt to touch or smell. I pressed

red, tin biscuit barrel on the middle step. I went to it.

the palm of my left hand to the stab wound. I tried to

I picked it up. The barrel was empty; of course it was

stand up but the pain seared. I called out for help but

empty. But inside, scratched around the lip, were

the blue door at the end of the couch didn’t open.

the words HANDS OFF, THIS IS JIMINY’S BISCUITS.

I forced myself to stand up. My nose and left

I ran my thumb along the scratching, feeling the

cheek began to throb, as though I was attached to a

innocent grammatical error, feeling the markings of

machine that was pumping blood into me. Coming

a life that no longer existed. How did the barrel get

from outside was the sound of early-morning traffic.

there? I’ll never know. But it doesn’t matter. Those

I walked to the windows that the previous night,

words again: HANDS OFF. I put down the biscuit

I felt sure, had been covered in thick red velvet

barrel and looked at my hands. In the early-morning

curtains. Down in the street, I saw Terry’s Second-

light they were black, so black it was as if they were

Hand Goods, the Rivers’ clothes shop, the entrance

covered in black paint, but really it was just dirt.

to the Woolworths’ mall. Further away, up on Rocky
Hill, shining yellow in the first of the morning light,

Nine

was the war memorial. These markers of a town I

Halfway up the hill to Mosalie I removed the lid

know so well because I’ve never left.

again and put the barrel to my nose, wanting to—

I went to the main door of this place I was in, a

expecting to—smell the sweetness of chocolate

place that, despite my confusion, I realized was a

biscuits, but all I smelled was the hollowness of

shop flat just back from the main street. The door

the tin. In that moment I knew that as soon as I

opened easily. I had to leave.

walked through the front door of my home, my life

But I turned around and called out one last time.

would change forever because I’d re-found myself.

Again there was no response.

I knew who I was meant to be. I’d be honest about

I crossed the floor of the flat and tried to open the

my life, and I’d go public about that honesty.

blue door at the end of the couch. It was locked.
With a solid, rusted-stiff padlock.
I thought I was about to vomit, so I closed my
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I’m stronger than I think. •

Giocometti
Nakedness is a detail for an occasion that passes.
In the studio the model stays still on her stool,
glances up at Giocometti for a second, then casts
her eyes down, not standing, as Sartres says,
to be a look being looked at. She ponders that
clothes disguise the occasion to stop time,
though this is stronger, and the detail of her flesh
already trails in the wake, nakedness the unsharable
real, continuum of which it is a part never to be
known in totality. The artist believes looking is
the track of prayer that disrobes the body and returns it
to the sacred self, the beginning, retrieval, until
the body gazes back through the artist’s eyes,
the knowing unknowable, the unknowable sifting
thinner, thinner, through perception, a sign, a line
with the light of absence, the absence of light.
~ Paul Freidinger
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JACQUELINE DOYLE ALLISON
Mixed Media Artist
Jacqueline Doyle A llison’s award-winning mixed
media paintings are a celebration of life, dreams,
and memories. Her artworks are a tapestry created
when many rich layers are artistically woven together.
Allison is strongly influenced by the natural world, her
travels, and especially her upbringing in the Southwest,
from which she has drawn the bold colors and bright
contrasts that continue to inspire and influence her
artistic choices.
Applying many layers and applications of texture,
Allison blends traditional mediums such as acrylic paint
and oil pastel with unique materials such as fabric and
thread to create a rich surface with an intriguing sense
of depth. She paints both with spontaneous movement
and in a very deliberate manner, using brush, palette
knife, or at times splashing paint on the canvas. Allison
thrives on using a variety of approaches.
Allison holds a degree in graphic design with a minor
in fine art from Middle Tennessee State University near
Nashville. She is represented by galleries around the
country and has shown in solo and group exhibitions.
Allison’s work has received national recognition and
is continually sought out by collectors. Her studio is
located in metro Atlanta.
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Mixed Media Paintings
I paint because it is a calling. As a young girl I created with tempera and
crayons; in high school, pencils and charcoal; in college, pen and ink and
paint. After college I put my art things away for a long time. But a recurring
dream demanded that I pick up my brushes again, and I have not put them
down since.
The variety of materials available to create art intrigues me and I find
it hard to pick just one—which is why I am a mixed media artist. I’ve used
thread, fabric, ink, charcoal, pencil, pastel, and paint in my pieces along with
collage made from newspaper and specialty art papers. Since dreams—
both nocturnal and aspirational—have always played an important role in
my life, I often use fragments and hints of images that are obscured or
partially hidden.
I have always been inspired by nature, which is why I love to travel
and explore new places. The fall colors in north Georgia, the blue of the
Caribbean Sea, and the quality of light in Tuscany have all been inspiring at
one time or another.
After painting in a more realistic style for many years, I felt the pull
towards abstraction to stretch myself and grow. An abstract approach
appeals to me because I find it challenging to face a blank white canvas and
rely only on my imagination to fill it.
Creating art that forms a connection is very fulfilling to me and finding
ways to authentically express myself opens the door for that exchange.
Expressing my true self seems to encourage others to do the same.
This artistic bond helps form a bridge between all the ways that we are
different yet very much the same.
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Further Complications, 2012. 36 x 36 inches (91.4 x 91.4 cm). Mixed media.
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Mixed Media Paintings

Line Interrupted, 2012. 36 x 36 inches (91.4 x 91.4 cm). Mixed media.
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Jacqueline Doyle Allison

It’s Complicated, 2012. 36 x 36 inches (91.4 x 91.4 cm). Mixed media.
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Mixed Media Paintings

Unexpected Complications, 2012. 36 x 36 inches (91.4 x 91.4 cm). Mixed media.
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Jacqueline Doyle Allison

Twist of Face, 2013. 36 x 36 inches (91.4 x 91.4 cm). Mixed media.
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Mixed Media Paintings

With a Twist, 2013. 36 x 36 inches (91.4 x 91.4 cm). Mixed media.
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Jacqueline Doyle Allison

Complicated Simplicity, 2012. 36 x 36 inches (91.4 x 91.4 cm). Mixed media.
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Mixed Media Paintings

This Follows That, 2012. 36 x 36 inches (91.4 x 91.4 cm). Mixed media.
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Vincent Van Gogh, Self-Portrait with Bandaged Ear and Pipe, 1889.
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The Art of Concealing Art
[From Self-Portrait with Bandaged Ear and Pipe, Vincent Van Gogh, Arles, January, 1889]

The palette knife is a concealed weapon
in the slashing desire of wanting Gauguin.
It mutilates his longing. Blood droplets
and linseed oil drip from swollen madness
			

and gather on the canvas. Caught in the spokes

			

of spinning sun wheels, for him, there’s no

		

forgiveness. When love doesn’t open and close

		

his eyes in the making of art, he picks up his razor, lying

on the table, and slashes his Gauguin-shaped ear.
Blood drips from paint-splattered hands and gathers
on stretched canvas. And in fields of blackbirds
and sunflowers, near the yellow house, sitting
			
		

at the long, crooked table, he conceals

his weapon, along with the wild-eyed light

			

of the blade, in ways beyond opening

			

and closing the whirling madness of his eyes.

~Anthony Labriola
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M ark M aking

in

Drawing

and

W riting

Ruth Ann Blynt
Success in both processes begins with the courage to make marks on paper.

The Lines Family Sketchbook: [top left] Near Coalbrookdale; [top right] Near Edgbaston;
[bottom left] Mill with Waterwheel; [bottom right] River Cole, dates vary.
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I

am a writer. But I still felt a little silly flipping

in my gut, round out my arms for balance. My feet

to the back of my sketchbook to write down

are a pair of apostrophes, only toe tips touching the

the art teacher’s words. He wanted me to

floor. This—this is hard work. This requires the use

draw, after all, and we both knew there would be

of every muscle in my body. This I cannot do for very

no multiple choice or even essay test on the lessons

long. I sink to demipile in a weak fifth, slide on my

he taught before each drawing session. And I have

shoes, and look into my writers’ eyes. I want you to

grown out of my schoolgirl swallow-it-whole-and-

write on your toes. I want your every atom aquiver

spit-it-back phase of learning. In fact, for a long

with the significance of your words on paper. I want

time now I have made it a point to break a rule a

you to write with your whole body. They think that

day, particularly if I can find one that is completely

I am crazy, but they work harder for the next thirty-

meaningless. So why this feverish record keeping

nine minutes because they know I am right, that I

in a class I enrolled in for pure enjoyment? I do this

tell them the truth.

because in addition to being a writer I am a teacher
of writing and because teachers never really leave
their classrooms at school but instead carry them

Gesture Drawing and Writing

around inside their brains. I couldn’t help hearing

Because it always works, the truth, I have to be on

tomorrow’s writing lessons in the art teacher’s words.

the lookout for other truths to teach my students.

It wasn’t the first time this had happened to me.

That is why I take notes in art class: the artist’s words

I have for years, since I first studied ballet, taught

that are true for drawing are also true for writing.

my “writing on your toes” lesson to combat the mid-

Early in the semester, the art teacher taught us the

quarter, this-is-good-enough-to-hand-in-for-a-grade

process of gesture drawing. In this line art form,

syndrome. When the ballet teacher says “on your

the artist renders loosely his whole composition,

toes,” does she want you here, I ask my students, as

quickly, at once, without deliberation. He makes it

I kick off my shoes and tiptoe on a weak demipointe,

work by applying line on line, shifting the placing

heels just off the floor, around the classroom. How

slightly, never erasing. Mistakes are important;

hard is that? I could do this all day. But, no. The

they become part of the finished piece. If you

ballet instructor who says “on your toes” wants you

don’t put the line in the wrong place first, you may

here: I raise to full pointe, straighten my back, suck

never find the right place. This technique is based

Copyright 1995 From “Mark Making in Drawing and Writing” by Ruth Ann Blynt.
Reproduced by permission of Taylor & Francis Group, LLC. (http://www.tandfonline.com).
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on the presumption, so like truth, that you cannot

right hand and a number-two ball in his left. This

draw anything right unless you are examining its

was impossible, but for a long, long time I thought it

relationships to the objects around it. In writing

was the right way to color. It wasn’t until I was much

we call this free-write or zero-draft. Don’t think,

older that I realized there was no truth in it.)

write. Don’t edit, empty your brain on the page.

That invitation to draw, intertwined with the

Include everything. Otherwise you will never

expectation that we would draw, could draw, initiated

know what you might have had or how it fits into

us as artists. Little children like sports because we

what you know. This is hard for beginning writers

toss them a bail and tell them to play. I often wonder

to do. They imagine that writers compose with a

how many varsity football players we would have if

quill pen dipped in the blood of their ancestors or

we began the process of learning about football in

something and that they are always sure.

seventh grade by teaching the history of the game.

Hogwash, of course. Not true. Most serious

In eighth grade we would concentrate on the lives of

writers are at least as intimidated by the sight of the

extraordinary players and their statistics. Ninth grade

blank page as we beginning art students were in

would be serious stuff, like the dimensions of the

front of our easels, circling the conglomeration of

field, the rules of the game. Sophomores would get

jars and newel posts, baskets, plants, boxes, bulbs,

to handle the ball, but only under tightly controlled,

and bottles that made up the intricate still lifes

teacher-initiated, exercise situations. In eleventh

that were our semester’s course work. But the art

grade we would tally up the team and send them

teacher started the first class by telling us to draw. A

out on the field. Would anybody wonder why we

permission giving. No rules, no advice, no help. Just

didn’t win any games? Would anybody want to play?

to draw. Make marks on the paper. As an educator
I look back to those first few minutes of my art
experience and try to evaluate why it worked, why

Courage to Make Marks

I learned to draw, why I love the process. It always

The art teacher told us to draw. And so we did. He

comes back to the instructor’s methods. He didn’t

expected us to draw. And so we did. Now my original

teach us anything that first hour. He gave us paper

drawings are rolled up and stuffed in between the

and permission. No one had done that for me since

old couch and the tray tables in the room that no one

I was a preschooler. (My kindergarten teacher had

uses; but if they weren’t there, I wouldn’t be begging

had a rule that we must color all our work back and

my husband to have my final drawing matted and

forth. We were to use only horizontal marks, even

framed for me for my birthday. Writing students need

in those tiny vertical spots like the striped britches

to be given permission, again, to write. They have to

of a clown balancing two number-one balls in his

be allowed to select the topics that are right for them,
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Mark Making

the way we were encouraged to circle the still life, to

to explore another aspect, another area, of his

add objects we brought from our homes, our lives, to

story that he had not thought of himself.

it, looking for the section we wanted to draw, to make

I have worked hours on a still-life composition

ours. They need to know that we expect them to do

and been amazed when the teacher pointed out

this, no matter how frightened and uncertain they

a crucial object, seen through the negative space

are about facing that blank page. When we started,

in my picture (the area between the objects to

after gaining some rudimentary drawing skills, to

be drawn) that will lend perspective, reality to

worry again over beginnings, the art teacher told us

my drawing. I once read a student’s story about

of a colleague of his who would, whenever a student

meeting her father for the first time, a subject she

brought to class an expensive sheet of drawing paper,

had ruminated over for months; in the paper she

snatch it from his easel, slide it to the floor, and walk

scrupulously rendered each detail exactly as she

on it. Returning the paper covered with footprints to

remembered it. I saw her father’s house in Florida;

the student’s easel, he’d say, “There, it’s spoiled. Now

I tasted the barbecue from her first pig roast; I met

draw.” Similarly, to write, as Annie Dillard contends,

her eccentric aunts and hugged them and cried. But

we must first ruin the page. Success in both processes

the real satisfaction for me as her writing teacher

begins with the courage to make marks on paper.

came days later when, after reading my comments

I knew this was true: there is no really “bad”

on her work, she summoned me to her desk to

writing, simply unfinished writing. One problem

say that my question amazed her and upset her.

we beginning artists encountered was not being

“Where is your father in all of this?” I had asked. He

able to figure out what to do next--where to work,

never once appeared in the studied and intricately

or how. After brief consultations with the art

worked piece. My young writing student set about

teacher, we were off smudging charcoal to make

to fill in that large negative space in her story.

the drawing better. Just like a writing conference.

A line is not a simple thing—not in drawing, not

The teacher has more expertise in recognizing

in a dancer’s stance, not in writing. In our early art

where the work needs to be done. Simply pointing

classes, we were not allowed to erase. Mistakes

this out to the student starts the process of re-

were to stand and lend depth to our drawings.

construction. The art teacher points out a line, a

They were to build from and around. They were our

shadow, a shape that the new artist’s eyes have

thinking lines. There are thinking lines in writing,

not observed. The ballet teacher moves a limb to

too. Sometimes whole pages of composition will

a new position and holds it there so the dancer

yield one. But it is important for beginning writers

can feel its correctness and re-create it. The writing

to realize that the pages left behind for the one line

teacher asks a question that allows the new writer

were necessary. Writing from the thinking line may
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ultimately produce a finished piece of work, but if

noticing the work they display. Writing suffers in

the writer had never written to it, there would be

this comparison because writing is small enough

no work at all. In art, it’s like trying to make every

to hide, to tuck into a notebook or purse or pocket.

line, brush stroke, or shadow accurate and exact

Writing is easy not to share. But the sharing of

the first time. It just doesn’t happen very often. We

written work is as important as the sharing of art.

need, as artists and writers, to learn to appreciate

Students must be encouraged to read and critique

the work that leads to the results. We need to accept

and ask questions of each other’s stories. Group

the fact that process is what drawing and writing

share days in writers’ workshops, though dreaded,

are about and that artists and writers practice their

always end up a highlight of the course.

crafts because they know and trust, even love, the

This sharing of work allows student writers and

processes that move them. The goal is pride in the

artists to learn from each other; it also builds on

process, not producing the product.

expectations. Art is meant to be viewed; writing

Midway through our art class we were asked

is meant to be read. If we fail to provide for our

to draw draperies, voluminous folds tacked to the

students the necessary endings to their work, why

ceiling and walls. The task seemed impossible, and

should they continue to produce it? Who writes only

indeed, many of our group quit early that night,

for himself? What artist paints or draws pictures he

complaining, sniggering. None of our renditions

means to keep private?

looked like the display in front of us. Bringing the

Sharing must include the teacher as well as his

work home always helped me, however. Seeing its

students. During class we secretly yearned to watch

possibilities away from the “real” arrangement in

the art teacher draw, to see his work rather than

the art classroom gave the drawing more life. Other

just his helping hand in our own, just as we wished

people’s interpretations teased at my predetermined

to watch the ballet teacher dance. At the close of

notions of what I had drawn, in the same way that

the semester the teacher brought a collection of

readers’ responses to my writing have always filled

slides of his own work, and we were able to see

me with the satisfaction of knowing that my work

how he had developed. He spoke of the pieces he

stimulated these particular thoughts, these ideas.

really liked. He explained how he had made the
different drawings. We were able to understand

The Art of Sharing

because, on some level, we had worked through
the same complexities. His sharing of his own

In art class we always examined and commented

work validated our experiences, our faith in him as

on each others’ drawings. Easels are big after all,

teacher. Art teachers are artists, dance instructors

and you can hardly walk around a roomful without

dance, and writing teachers must write. Learning
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is an apprenticeship. Trust in the teacher is a

between reader and writer, between viewer and

prerequisite. The writing, the art, doesn’t have to

artist, the creator of the work must weave something

be perfect. It never is. But students have a right to

of himself onto, the canvas, into the story.

expect that the teacher’s advice and suggestions are

How is it all done, then, this making of

workable because he or she has encountered the

meaningful marks on paper? In both art and writing

same problems they have.

the instrument of perception is the eye. Rendering
art and writing stories involve a different way of

The Creator and the Work

T he

seeing. We would sigh, long drawn-out sighs of
exasperation, when the art teacher encouraged us

artist and the writer become a part of the

to look for the “darker darks” and the “lighter lights.”

drawing and the story, as surely, if not as clearly,

When my head hit the pillow on the nights after art

as the dancer becomes part of the dance. When

class, my closed eyes still sought the shapes that

we look at Vincent van Gogh’s “Starry Night,” we

would provide the answers. One famous writer,

easily discern the artist’s hand. When we read John

I read, wondered how deep a tragedy he would

Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath, we cannot help but

have to endure to keep his mind from distancing

hear the writer’s voice urging us to better our world.

itself, from asking, “How will I write about this?”

Students need to risk putting their imperfect selves

For me, the most enlightening thing was that it

on paper. When we balked at drawing draperies,

can be done at all. I had learned that a dancer’s

we showed our insecurities about revealing how

movements could be imitated, muscles could be

much we didn’t know. What we didn’t take the

trained, that the movement across the stage was

time to realize was that our drawings were never

identifiable in terms of steps and sequences. So I

supposed to look like draperies. The artist’s goal is

should not have held so tightly to the notion that an

not to produce a photographic copy of an object or

artist’s talent was innate and just kind of bubbled

scene; it is to re-pro-duce that object from his own

out through his fingers. As an educator, I found it

vantage point. When he is finished, if he has done

fulfilling and appropriate to come to understand

his job, the result is something entirely new and

that drawing is a skill that can be learned. It takes

different from the original because it contains within

patience and time. Moreover, it takes desire. But

its lines and spaces and shades the vision, the soul

just like writing, like dancing, it involves a process

of the artist. Every storyteller tells the tale differently.

possible to learn. This is the truth. And this truth

None is wrong. Writers strive for communication-

is what allows us the courage to trust in our own

communion, even. For this exchange to occur

mark makings. •
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SUSAN LANDOR KEEGIN



Painter
College. In her early career she
was a photographer and graphic
designer, working with international
clients in her father’s dynamic
design company. Later she
developed her own line of greeting
cards. In 2001 she returned to her
interest in fine art and has been
painting full time ever since.
Keegin’s work has been exhibited
at the Bolinas Museum and the
Monterey Museum in California,
and the Penobscot Marine
Museum in Maine. Her paintings
have been included in several
national juried exhibitions with Still
Point Art Gallery in Brunswick,
Maine; she was awarded Best in

Susan L andor K eegin has been creating art for over

Show—Portfolio in their Interiors

forty years. From her earliest years she was schooled in the

exhibition. Keegin has also had solo

art of seeing and expressing herself visually by her artist

shows at the Islesford Dock Gallery

parents. She was given the tools and encouragement to

in Maine and with the Mill Valley

experiment and was taught to embrace failure as a part of

Arts Commission in Mill Valley,

learning. Developing the habit of drawing was like learning

California. She is represented by

a language for her. At the age of eleven she began to use a

Gleason Fine Art and Islesford Dock

Rolleicord camera to develop and hone her visual skills. Keegin

Gallery in Maine, and Patricia Ladd

went on to study art and received a B.A. in art from Antioch

Carega Gallery in New Hampshire.
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PORTFOLIO



Celebrating Every Day
pages. The beach provides a
new landscape every hour of
every day. Low tide, mid tide,
high tide . . . the water dances
with each wave, creating its own
choreography. Always changing,
always new, with endless
opportunity for discovery.
Daily painting is at the
heart of my practice. I work
small and fast, as though
creating intimate entries in a
diary. Fleeting moments are
recreated, illuminated, and
commemorated. I know the
painting is finished when it
The Things She Carried, 2012. 10 x 10 inches (25.4 x 25.4 cm). Oil on wood.

starts to glow. I am inspired by
Morandi, who re-imagined the

I paint to celebrate daily life, to illuminate the ordinary, to shape

same vessels in his studio over

the day.

the years. I admire how Maira

My work is a distillation of my experience. I am continually

Kalman captures the essential

inspired by what is right in front of me. I take a morning

in her random objects and how

row in the cove and see the light reflected on the boats in

Lois Dodd has spent a lifetime

the harbor. Figures gliding through a museum add depth

creating art highlighting the

and meaning to cherished works of art. Old books stacked

world around her.

in a corner suggest memories of time spent turning their
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Daybreak, 2013. 12 x 12 inches
(30.4 x 30.4 cm). Oil on wood.

Island Window, 2012. 8 x 8 inches
(20.3 x 20.3 cm). Oil on wood.
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Celebrating Every Day

Island Window in the Afternoon, 2012. 12 x 12 inches
(30.4 x 30.4 cm). Oil on wood.

Old House, 2012. 12 x 12 inches
(30.4 x 30.4 cm). Oil on wood.
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Celebrating Ellsworth Kelly, 2013. 6 x 8 inches
(15.2 x 20.3 cm). Oil on wood.

Mother and Child Meet Bishoff and Park, 2009. 16 x 12 inches
(40.6 x 30.4 cm). Oil on canvas.
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Celebrating Every Day

Still Life, 2013. 10 x 10 inches
(25.4 x 25.4 cm). Oil on wood.

Still Moving, 2013. 10 x 8 inches
(25.4 x 20.3 cm). Oil on wood.
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Drying Out, 2013. 12 x 12 inches
(30.4 x 30.4 cm). Oil on wood.
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Celebrating Every Day

Afternoon on the Line, 2013. 12 x 12 inches
(30.4 x 30.4 cm). Oil on wood.
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[t] Independence Day, [b] Confused Sea, 2013. 22 x 10 inches
(55.8 x 25.4 cm). Oil on wood.
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Celebrating Every Day

Gina’s Point, 2012. 10 x 10 inches
(25.4 x 25.4 cm). Oil on wood.
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Vincent Van Gogh, Irises, 1889.
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“Irises”
Vincent Van Gogh, 1889
53.9 million could have purchased tons of real ones
not to mention whole gardens
in prime real estate areas.
It seems incredible now
that Theo couldn’t sell it
despite the way these irises splay out
in blue-violet profusion, their green stalks quoting
the cloth on the table
as they lean beyond the frame
into what beauty means.
Other artists are known mostly by their last names
but he is Vincent to us.
Thousands line up for hours
to see those vehement statements
of his belief in the passion of color
an exploding night of pinwheel stars
cypresses writhing, his yellow bed
ocre hospital corridors of despair

~ Sarah Brown Weitzman
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W riting
the

M emoir :
T he
T hing
Itself
Larry Smith
Memory has its own story to tell.
~ Tobias Wolff
Frederick Carl Frieseke, Woman with a Mirror, 1911.

A

s a writer and editor/publisher for

A simple definition of memoir can help clear

Bottom Dog Press, I meet many people

the air: “A memoir is one person remembering

who tell me that they are writing their

things—and sharing what is in their mind and

memoirs. Yet when I ask how far along they are,

heart.” Making it more than this is a mistake

they typically answer (while pointing to their

for it constructs a block. Bill Roorbach declares,

heads), “Oh, I haven’t begun to write . . . but

“ . . . memory is what people are made of, after

I’m going to one day.” I find it a shame that they

skin and bones, I mean.” And Mimi Schwartz

are stuck, and I believe there are ways of getting

reminds us of the fundamental purpose of such

over those blocks to writing where the rewards

writing: “We re-enter old lives to discover what

are so strong, and I’m not talking about fame and

they meant to us: to pay homage, to bear witness,

fortune here. As most writers and artists know, the

to commemorate, to learn something new, and to

very act of writing or making art is its own best

pass that on.” Knowing intention helps you stay

reward.

authentic.
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Tools to use in making this journey include a

the reader feel spoken to. It must have the ease of

sharpened sense of history, a personal chronology,

honesty, not the contrivance of making things up.

any old letters, diaries, and journals, maps of

Our responsibility to those of whom and for whom

places held dear, and old photographs. We use

we write is to be authentic. They expect us to tell

them as prompts and take notes of the memories

the truth, and trust me, if you begin to make things

they suggest. When searching for a form, I would

up, readers will sense it in your voice and in your

suggest the organic, allowing the form to arise

too-easy handling of facts. Remember that you are

from the telling. A memoir may become personal

not shooting for The Truth but a truth for you and

essay (or chapters), poetry, personal history.

the experience. In finding the story and telling it

But note that memoir is not synonymous with

without sacrificing the truth, you will find meaning.

autobiography, which seeks to be all inclusive and

Memoir is one process where you may both tell

follows a detailed chronology. Just as memories

the story and muse upon it. The reader responds

come in fragments with gaps, so the memoir form

to the story and to your telling of it. Your life and

is looser and suggestive, rather than exhaustive. By

your voice are the evidence made evident. Or as

its very nature, unless written on one’s death bed,

Patricia Hampl states, “To write one’s life enables

the memoir is never complete.

the world to know its history” through that singular

A key to doing any writing is getting our intention
clear. It unites our method and our message. Poet

voice that “not only has the evidence . . . it is the
evidence.”

Denise Levertov suggests the purpose and rewards of

Let’s recognize some blocks to our writing our

writing memoirs: “In remembering we remake, put

memoirs. What is it that keeps us from starting?

back together in the present something that had been

Chiefly, I believe it’s our sense of unworthiness as

rendered asunder.” Begin by asking yourself “Why

subject. We have read memoirs and biographies

do I care about this? Why am I writing this? What is

of the famous and those who have endured great

my intention here?” It’s essential to care and to keep

tragedies and made great accomplishments. And

notes on what matters to you. In memoirs we are

we ask, “How do I qualify?” Well, a good look at

both the subject and the writer, and so their writing

memoirs would tell you that it’s often the simple

becomes the art of being yourself. In the process you

acts of living that make them meaningful. Jeanette

will witness your life take shape, but only if you give

Wall’s The Glass Castle about her working-class

yourself over to it. Your sincere intention is a chief

childhood or Anne Lamott’s Traveling Mercies:

part of the message and the form it takes.

Some Thoughts on Faith earn their greatness not on

Another key is sound or in this case, the voice of

their accomplishments but on the way the writer

the writing. Voice is crucial. Memoir requires that

captures the common grain of life. Trust yourself
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and your life, and also trust others to connect. It’s

Another area to be forewarned about is writing a

an old adage, but everyone does have a story, in

memoir or anything else to please someone. Unless

fact many stories to share, and the act of telling is

you are doing occasional writing, you have to write

a large part of that story. Trust that, too.

for a larger sense of others. I set these priorities:

Anne Lamott gives good advice in her Bird by Bird

Write for yourself, then for the writing, and finally

book. Besides the title’s suggestion to break things

for the truth. I once answered my mother’s request,

down and write it a piece at a time, “bird by bird,”

“How come you never write anything about me?”

she warns against being too hard on yourself and

with a personal essay in which she figures as a main

listening to all those demon voices of doubt. Her

character. And after it was published, I waited for

suggestion is to recognize those voices when they

her thanks. I finally asked, “Well, how’d you like

come, “You can’t do this!” and place them in an

it, Mom?” Her response was stinging: “Honey, it

imagined jar and then put the lid on tight. Judgment

was okay, but you didn’t give me one good line.” I

has stifled many a piece of writing and art, and

learned to return to the authentic intention of the

often we are hardest on ourselves. Don’t write from

work and the larger sense of community and art,

doubt, but from belief in something larger than your

realizing that they would keep me straight.

ego . . . the life and the act of your sharing.

Another way to block yourself comes when we

Another block is our fear of what our family

lose the authenticity by writing falsely. This can

and friends might think. Certainly all families

happen when we see heroes and villains, or victims

have secrets, and how much to tell is up to each

and villains; in other words, we trap ourselves in

writer to work out. My best advice is that if you

oversimplification and stereotypes. Mimi Schwartz

treat your characters honestly with complexity and

rightly advises, “Unless we challenge these

compassion, they will most likely feel honored.

certainties . . . we lose the complexity of character

We all want to be presented with understanding.

that makes readers care about and trust our vision.”

When I published my Milldust and Roses: Memoirs,

And sometimes we sacrifice truth for an ease of

about my working-class youth, I immediately

narration. We create a “story,” rather than get at

sent copies to my brother and sisters telling them

the truth of experience. Seeing too myopically can

that this was how I remembered our family, and

also trap us. We all fall into this at times . . . where

they were free to see it differently. (Besides, the

we are talking just to ourselves and not another. If

book had already been published by then.) Only

you’re uncertain, I would suggest reading it aloud

my sister Janis responded with, “Well, I thought

for others, or have them read it back to you. The

there were more roses and less milldust.” A valid

challenge is to move from the small self to the

comment, but not my vision.

large Self. And it comes naturally as long as you
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Writing the Memoir

are being authentic and not trying too hard or

and joy inherent in your subject matter— life. We

forgetting your larger intention.

write to capture and share that. The tremendous

When we look at authentic writing—and I

satisfaction and joy that we can find in the act of

maintain we all know it when we find it—some

writing is described by Virginia Woolf in her own

common characteristics show themselves. For me,

memoirs, “A Sketch of the Past”:
Perhaps this is the strongest pleasure known
to me. It is the rapture I get when in writing.
I seem to be discovering what belongs to
what; making a scene come right; making a
character come together. From this I reach
what I might call a philosophy; at any rate
it is a constant idea of mine; that behind the
cotton wool [of daily life] is hidden a pattern;
that we—I mean all human beings—are
connected with this; that the whole world is
a work of art; that we are parts of the work
of art. Hamlet or a Beethoven quartet is the
truth about this vast mass that we call the
world. . . . we are the words; we are the
music; we are the thing itself.

authentic writing means locating myself in a real
time and place with enough detail and imagery
to make it come alive. To achieve this I share the
writing with others, and I often do background
writing by literally mapping out the place, drawing
the old neighborhood with the names of people
and streets. This may also help with structuring a
piece of writing.
Good memoir certainly includes reflective
musings, but your characters must come alive by
speaking and that requires vivid scenes with good
dialogue. Allow them to talk naturally as they did
and do. You want to give the texture and grain of
the experience. You may use summary description

And so we end with our opening definition of

as well as scene presentation, but avoid explaining

the memoir: “One person remembering things—

what you have already shown. Trust the writing and

and sharing what is in their mind and heart.” In

the reader. Perhaps this is the place to remember

clearing our intention and trusting ourselves and

that you must be both the writer and the reader of

our subject, we find the words for life’s music and

any piece of writing. Be the writer first, and then

become the thing itself. •

the reader, but be both.
The goal is to connect the inner and outer worlds
for the readers, and you will be doubly rewarded by
finding truth for yourself. Allow the levels to emerge
as you write. You may find the sections and overall
design moving from confession to exploration to
understanding. It’s organic and natural, so be open

Some helpful resources:
Bill Roorbach. Writing Life Stories: How To Make
Memories Into Memoirs, Ideas Into Essays And Life Into
Literature.
Patricia Hampl. I Could Tell You Stories: Sojourns in
the Land of Memoir.
Sondra Perl and Mimi Schwartz. Writing True: The Art
and Craft of Creative Nonfiction.

to it. You will meet the pain and beauty, sorrow
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BOBBY BAKER



Photographer
Bobby Baker is an award-winning photographer whose work
is shaped by his ongoing love of the sea. The Caribbean, Mexico,
and the Florida Keys have all served as inspiration for his work,
but the driving force for his creative eye remains Cape Cod,
Massachusetts.
Baker’s photographs have been juried into numerous exhibits
throughout New England, have been featured in galleries,
newspapers, websites, calendars, and books, and may be found
in many private and corporate collections. In 2012, 2011, and
2010, Baker received award recognition in the prestigious
National Exhibit of the Cape Cod Art Association. His work

has also been recognized with the Best Seascape award at the
Fine Art of Photography exhibit of the Plymouth Center for

the Arts, Plymouth, Massachusetts, and he was named an Artist
of Distinction in recognition of his work in Still Point Art Gallery’s
Still Point III exhibit. His work has also been featured by the

Office of Massachusetts Travel and Tourism.
Baker is a juried artist at the Copley Society of Art in Boston,
the Cape Cod Art Association, and the Marblehead Arts
Association.
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PORTFOLIO



Sailin’ to I Don’t Know
“Sailin’ to I Don’t Know” is the title
of a song by Howard Livingston, one
of my favorite singer-musicians. He
understands the beauty of a boat
as a means of transporting oneself
to “I don’t know” . . . to anywhere
free of stress and problems.
Maybe that’s why I am drawn
to photographing boats and their
surroundings. I want to sail to “I
don’t know.”
As always, my hope is that those
who view my work feel the calm of
a tranquil sea and the warmth of
a setting or rising sun, smell the
salt of a sea breeze, and sense
the adventure of sailing to parts
unknown.
Skiff, 2011.

68-69		
Cape Morning, 2011
70		
Chatham Dawn, 2010
71		
Cow Yard Morning, 2011
72-73		
Hardings Beach Sunfish, 2012
74 [t]		Chatham Fleet, 2012
74 [b]		Moonrise, 2011
75		
One Morning Moment, 2011
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Sailin’ to I Don’t Know

Solo
Joe Baumann
I have practiced these two solos for months, perfected the phrasing and intonation,
paying special attention to the tightness in my diaphragm and angle of my lips
through the middle measures, adjusting time after time until I have perfected
every note. The second solo, longer and more difficult than the first, appears at
the outset of the final piece of our performance. I—the single male flautist—will
be the starting point for what is to be our big number; we save the toughest, the
longest, the most complex, for last.

Wolfgang Thieme, Member of the Youth Orchestra, 1979.
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I

take the case in my hands. The outer shell,

After warm-ups in an empty classroom, we

leather, is smooth, and I unzip it and slip free

walk into the auditorium buzzing with the

the hard, inner layer underneath. Lifting the

voices of parents from five St. Louis area high

metal clasps, I open it and see the familiar sterling

schools. I sit in the front row of the chairs set out

silver pieces, three of them, inlaid on a bed of soft,

for the smallest band, the one from Duchesne

fuzzy blue velvet: the mouthpiece is eight inches in

High School in St. Charles, located about forty

length, its lip plate a stretched donut of gold where

minutes from Bishop DuBourg High School,

my mouth rests; the foot-long middle section is

where the annual District Show is being held

covered in sixteen keys, one shaped like a golf club

on this snowy Saturday in February. I sit in a

above which my left pinky finger hovers; and the

seat on the right, from the audience’s and our

smallest, the end piece, is smothered in chopstick-

conductor’s point of view. In fact, I sit all the

thick lengths of silver and cylindrical rollers I’ve

way to the right. This is the place reserved for

never learned to use, my right pinky the only finger

the first chair.

that touches this piece when I play, resting on the
fat RH 4 key.

Flute players are always seated in the first
two rows, always on the conductor’s right. The

When I connect the pieces of the instrument, I

clarinets share these rows with them, oboists

slide the mouthpiece into the middle piece first,

splitting the two groups at the center of the

pressing it in as far as it will go. Then I pull it back

first row, and bassoonists doing the same in the

out, about three centimeters. The last inch-and-a-

second. Saxophones occupy the right side of

half of the mouthpiece—the portion that can fit

the third row, trumpets taking up the remainder.

into the center piece—is duller than the rest, the

Low brass is relegated to the final line of chairs,

top layer of silver sanded off so the mouthpiece

booming, beat-keeping tubas on the left and

can affix to the center piece. But every flute player

trombones on the right. This row is, especially in

inserts the mouthpiece into the center piece to

my band’s case, significantly smaller than the first

a different depth so that every flute, when being

three, often centered and always overrun by men.

played, is actually a different length. Because every

Behind them is a line of percussion instruments:

player breathes into the mouthpiece differently,

xylophones behind the flutes and saxes, the

the flute’s length must be adjusted in order for the

rest of the row filled with bass drums, snares,

flute to be in tune. Not too flat, not too sharp—

and tympani, and cymbals and triangles dot

just right. I’ve known for years just where to stop

the row wherever necessary based on how the

my mouthpiece, barely needing to make any

percussionists split up their duties for a particular

adjustments when tuning.

piece of music.
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I am the only male in the front row. I am the

trombones and tubas lugged around by the boys.

only male in the first two rows. This is hardly new.

The notes that once were so pleasant on my ears

I started playing flute in the fourth grade, when my

began to make my cheeks burn when I played

class filed into our school music room and Sister

them, reminding me of the still high voice that

Gail Buckman, the after-school instrumental music

squeaked from my throat. I became lonesome,

instructor for four local Catholic grade schools,

my “gift” buried under the scrutiny and ridicule

showed off her wares: screaming, overbearing

of my prepubescent peers as I became the butt of

trumpets; long trombones with their complicated

jokes about oral sex and femininity. My father had

slide system; the clarinet with its woody sound

played the clarinet, and sometimes I would try his

and the reed that had to be soaked in one’s mouth

out, hauling it out of the study and brushing dust

before playing the instrument; and the flute, a sleek,

from the case. But when I played, staring down at

slender instrument whose weight I could heft in

my youngest sister’s beginner’s book (she started

my then scrawny arms (which are, probably by

playing four years after I started on the flute and

many peoples’ standards, still relatively scrawny

eventually switched to the piano), the sounds came

eighteen years later), and whose sound, with its

out squeaky and flat. And playing my other sister’s

easy vibrato and ability to create both full, deep

trumpet made my lips buzz and hurt my teeth. But

notes as well as lilting, trilling high ones, caught

the oboe was somewhere in the middle—its sound

my ear with a pleasantness none of the others did.

odd and puzzling, like the notes were perpetually

I went home and proclaimed to my parents that the

asking a question.

flute was the instrument I wanted to play, unaware

But I didn’t quit, didn’t abandon the flute. A

and never told that I was picking a girl’s instrument,

part of me, even at thirteen, simply couldn’t just

and since then I have sat alone in those first rows

let the work I’d done for three-plus years crumble

among women.

into dust. I was starting to master the air streaming

Right before I started eighth grade, I considered

up through my windpipe, the movement in my

switching to the oboe. I wanted something

lips that produced higher notes becoming second

different, despite the fact that Sister Gail told me

nature. I couldn’t abandon motions my fingers

and my parents that I was good at playing the flute.

knew, the slight tremble in my throat that I’d been

I had a gift, she said once. But a gift means little

working to perfect so I could create vibrato and a

to a thirteen-year-old who becomes self-conscious

clean, strong tone. I remember glancing ahead in

about having an instrument case that is so much

the instructional book I was using and discovering

smaller than the massive cases and trunks holding

notes that crept up over the music staff, high
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and tight sounds whose fingerings I had yet to

the most complex, for last. I have imagined the

encounter. I saw sixteenth and thirty-second notes,

moment that Ms. Dehner taps her conductor’s

time and key signatures I barely recognized and

baton against her music stand and raises her arms

couldn’t imagine myself playing. There was a world

and looks directly at me as everyone in the band

of sound and rhythm I hadn’t yet experienced in

lifts their instruments. When the time comes, I

those pages.

will heft the flute to my lips and roll my eyes up

Now,

toward her, giving her a slight nod. The bulk of the
a high school senior, I have mastered

flute’s weight will rest on the fatty area under my

some of those notes, but the higher ones—the

left thumb, and the flesh of my hands will feel the

E, F, G, A-flat—still squeal from my flute with

vibrations every time I blow air into the instrument.

a windy wetness that betrays a weakness in

My right hand will perch like a claw about to dig

my mouth, my upper lip’s inability to tighten

into the flute’s metal organs. Before Ms. Dehner

enough to send a rush of air across the opening

jerks her hands up and then down for the first beat,

in the lip plate to send a clean note through the

my fingers—index, middle, and ring—will tap

depressed keys. Despite this, I sit in the place

lightly on the keys in rapid succession, a “clack

of the first chair, the senior player deemed by

click clock” sound running through my ears.

Ms. Dehner, our band director, to be the best,

My thumbs will rest on the lower curve of the

the one to play first part on all pieces, and to

flute, offering support and balance. I will take a

receive first choice should there be a solo. There

ruddy breath, deep and wide, the top of my blue

are two to be performed in this concert, and they

cummerbund pressing against my ribs and the

are mine to play.

matching bow tie cutting at my adam’s apple.

I have practiced these two solos for months,

I imagine what the adjudicators will say about

perfected the phrasing and intonation, paying

me. This concert is not a contest; no winner

special attention to the tightness in my diaphragm

will be declared, no first, second, or third place

and angle of my lips through the middle measures,

announced among the five bands. Instead, two

adjusting time after time until I have perfected

judges will record us playing and include spoken

every note. The second solo, longer and more

comments and a written evaluation with a score.

difficult than the first, appears at the outset of the

During rehearsal on Monday we will listen to

final piece of our performance. I—the single male

these comments, and the forty-five members of our

flautist—will be the starting point for what is to be

band will all hear what these two strangers, sitting

our big number; we save the toughest, the longest,

somewhere in a sound booth on the second floor
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of the gym, think of me when I am the only one

But when Ms. Dehner does finally tap the stand

they can hear.

with the conducting wand, my cheeks are not red.

I didn’t know it at the time, but these will be the

Nerves—not embarrassment—pulse into my throat
and cheeks and fingers. I flutter my hands one final

only two solos I will ever play as a member of a

time, feeling the pressure of the tiny levers in the

band. In college, I will only be a member of the

keys beneath my fingertips and the slight clack of

university band for a single semester, and during

metal on metal. Ms. Dehner raises the baton and

that time I will be relegated to the second row, my

glances around her assembled musicians, her eyes

audition shaky and ordinary. Eight women will sit

falling on me. I look at her and then back at the

in the row in front of me. Everyone in the band

sheet music, but my fingers are already squeezing

will be a stranger, and I will never talk to any of

down the keys of the first note: a B-flat.

them. I’ll forget the name of the girl I sit next to

I wonder: how will it come out this time? Will the

soon after the semester is over, and everything I

note carry the strength and ease of those in the first

will come to know about her will crumble away.

solo, the one cropping up in the midst of the slow

I will be distracted by parties and homework and

middle section of our first piece, when I was already

other classes that offer more than one credit hour

playing and the rest of the band’s instruments hushed

for four weekly meeting, and I won’t register for

away? Will I be able to make these notes billow

band for the spring semester. My flute will stay at

with vibrato, or will they stumble out with a raspy

my parents’ house thereafter, gathering dust in a

tightness? Will the notes sound different as they echo

corner of the basement for six years, until I finally

across the bleachers and tile floor and the audience

pick it up one day on a visit home and take it

by themselves, without the dimming sound of tubas

with me to my apartment. When I will try to play

and clarinets still hooking up into the air?

it, my lips will remember how to form a tight oval

I think: will those eyes staring toward our band

and I will breathe just fine. My fingers will press

notice I am alone, the only boy in that front

down on the keys with the same unconscious

row of shimmering, silver instruments and blue

speed they did when I was eighteen. But I will

accessories?

feel my cheeks turn red at how loud the sound

I look up. My eyes meet Ms. Dehner’s. She nods

seems, at what I imagine my neighbors must think

and jerks the baton. Breathe in. The baton comes

of the single, twenty-eight year old man playing

down in a strong arc. Breathe out.

the flute in the middle of the afternoon.

I play. •
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Edgar Degas, Madame René de Gas, 1873.

Estelle Musson

She married young,
had four children
by a man who gambled
on horses, cockfights
by the river.

He asked if he
could paint her
as she was
and she said yes
but wondered why.

He left her, three boys
died of Yellow Fever
and were buried
in their father’s
family tomb.

Degas painted
ballet dancers
on the Paris stage,
lithe girls in their
graceful turns...

The youngest lived,
a girl who
never married,
walked the halls
like a shadow.

When she died,
her daughter soon
after, the house
was sold
to pay their debts.

Her cousin was Degas,
and when the painter
came to town,
she asked him
to stay with her.

Her portrait hangs
in a museum,
and the woman
is solemn in the fading,
afternoon light.

One afternoon, Degas
found her by
the window in her
favorite chair,
eyes heavy with sadness.

No dancer, she bears
loss with a grace
of her own:
hands folded,
dark hair flowing.

~ William Miller
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ADVERTISEMENTS
Anthony Labriola

The Rigged Universe
— poetry collection —

These poems deal with the
magical experience of living
in our world and the chance
encounters with its mystery.
Shanti Arts Publishing
shantiarts.com
$28.00 | 978-0-9885897-4-2
online booksellers and fine bookstores

Helen SHulman
“I strive to work in a way energized
by intuition and focused by thoughtfulness.”

You Can Tackle Anything You Put Your Mind To, 2012.
96 x 48 inches. Oil on 6 panels.

helenshulman.com
helen@helenshulman.com
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Julie A. Struck, MFA

WarriorWoman Productions
interdisciplinary artist
workshops, live and online, in:
mixed media collage
digital collage
visual journaling
memoir writing
critical and creative thinking
4071 W. State Road 66
Rockport, IN 47635
�812� 618�8110

jannestruck@gmail.com
http://warriorwoman�productions.com

L INDA P EARLMAN K ARLSBERG

PAINTINGS
DRAWINGS
www.lindapearlmankarlsberg.com
(detail) Water Lilies V

Jacqueline D oyle a llison
— mixed media ar tist —

www.jacquelineallison.com

Leyla A. Munteanu
mixed media artist
respected teacher,
offering art classes for
adult and children

...

accepts commissions

leydanarts.com
lmunteanu@cogeco.ca
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Advertising Policy and Rates
Page Size

Ad Dimensions
(WxH) inches

One Issue

Two Issues

1/8 page

3.375 by 2

$45

$80

1/4 page

3.375 by 4.125

$90

$160

1/2 page

7 by 4.125

$180

$320

1/2 page

3.375 by 8.5

$180

$320

full page

7 by 8.5

$360

$640

constance culpepper
www.constanceculpepper.com
expressionist interiors and still lifes
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IMAGE
SPECIFICATIONS:
Ready-to-print
advertising
images must be submitted in
$120
$150
digital format. Images must be
300 ppi and jpg, tiff, or pdf file
$250
$320
formats.
SUBMISSION: Send
$480
$640
image file via email to ads@
$480
$640
stillpointartgallery.com. Include
brief text stating the page size
$960
$1,300
and the number of issues in
which you wish to purchase space. PAYMENT: Following
receipt and approval of ad, a PayPal invoice will be emailed.
Preferred payment is online by PayPal or credit card. Checks
will be accepted if necessary. DEADLINES: The Quarterly is
printed four times each year. Ads and payment must be received
by January 15 for the spring issue; April 15 for the summer issue;
July 15 for the fall issue; and October 15 for the winter issue.
Still Point Arts Quarterly accepts advertising submissions from
artists, art galleries, museums, art material suppliers, art educators,
collectors, and other art-focused businesses and organizations.
The Quarterly reserves the right to reject advertising submissions
that do not fit its purpose and intention.

Three Issues

Four Issues

Shanti Arts
Publishing

Shanti Arts
Publishing

Current

Summer Stories

Essays on the Passing of
Time in the Woods

Robert McGowan

paintings by
Maine artist

Leslie Anderson
inspired short stories by

Ten Maine Writers

photography by Jeffrey Stoner
designed by Shanti Arts Designs

Shanti Arts
Still Point Art Gallery
Still Point Arts Quarterly
Stone Voices
Shanti Arts Publishing

$30.00

ISBN: 978-0-9885897-2-8
www.shantiarts.com
207-837-5760
or your favorite bookseller
(online or otherwise)
ebook on Google Play

$36.00

ISBN: 978-0-9885897-3-5
www.shantiarts.com
207-837-5760
or your favorite bookseller
(online or otherwise)
ebook on Google Play

shantiarts.com
art and artistry transform the world
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FINALE



What was any art but a mold to imprison for a moment
the shining elusive element which is life itself.
~Willa Cather

Jim Nickelson, Pyrotechnic No. 53. 24 x 24 inches (60.9 x 60.9 cm). Archival pigment print.
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